OMERAD Teaching Tip: Using a Think Aloud
A Think Aloud is a teaching strategy you can use to model a thought process to your students.
In a Think Aloud, you invite students to “eavesdrop” on your thinking. You could use a Think
Aloud to model your thought process when you are inserting a nasogastric tube, interpreting a
lab report, or writing a health record. You narrate the steps you follow as you think aloud about
a procedure you are teaching them to use. At the end, you ask students to summarize what
steps you followed and why these steps are important.

How Can I Use a Think Aloud?
Step 1: Identify a thought process to model.
To plan for a Think Aloud, brainstorm the steps of your own thought process to complete a task.
For example, one doctor shares his Think Aloud in this way for passing a tube into a trachea.
First, he uses a cross finger technique to open the mouth. Next, he inserts a blade on the right
to gain control of tongue, and so on. All of these steps must be done in a certain order to
optimize your chance at a first time pass.
Step 2: Invite students to “eavesdrop” on your thinking.
Before you model the Think Aloud for your students, you should explain to them that they will be
eavesdropping on your thinking. Tell students that after your Think Aloud, they will be asked to
identify what steps you followed and why these steps were important.
Step 3: Narrate your thought process for your students.
During the Think Aloud, describe the context where this thought process can be used. Then
walk your students through your thought process by narrating the steps involved. You can also
share any experiences or challenges you have faced in applying the process you are modeling
through the Think Aloud.
Step 4: Ask students to summarize the what and why of the Think Aloud.
After the Think Aloud, invite your students to summarize what steps you followed and why these
steps were important.
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